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In this paper, the author develops a general formnla for numbers which are extensions of the 
Eulerian numbers. A~'n, r) is defined to be the number of n-permutations with r rises of 
magnitude at least m. Intermediate steps in the derivation include a vertical recurrence ~elation. 
recurrence r lations of the diagonals both as numbers and as polynomials, and recurrences and 
formulae strictly on the diagonals. 
1. Introduction 
The Eulerian numbers A(n, r) can be defined to be the number of n- 
permutations {rwith r rises, that is r instances of i such that o-(~+ l )>{r( i )  [1, pp. 
24(}-246]. In this paper, the numbers arising out of an extem, ion to the co:n- 
binatorial interpretation will be studied: let A,~(n, r) represet,~ the number of 
n-permu.tations o, with r m-rises, where an m-rise is an insta~ce of i such that 
o,(i+ 1)-{r(i)~>m. Obviously, the case of m = 1 is precisely the!: of the standard 
Eulerian numbers. For m = 2 and m = 3 we find the partial traingles: 
2 6 
4 2 18 6 
8 14 2 54 60 6 
16 66 36 2 162 402 150 6 
m = 2 m = 3 
Similar numbers with different interpretations arose in [2] and [3]. 
Of the Eulerian nmnbers, it is known that [1, p. 243]: 
-: ( )( A(n,r )= =_~o(-1)~ n+l i  r- i )".  (1.1) 
In this paper, we will consider recurrences, firstly by row and then by diagonal, 
generating functions on the diagonal, and finally recurrences and formulae on the 
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diagonals themselves, leading to the generalization c ~ (1.i): 
A,,(n,r)=(m-1)! ~. ( -1) '  n i=o \ i ~t m-1 (n - r -m+2- i )  (1,2~ 
2. The vertkal  ~ recu~rrence 
The relation 
A(n, ~')= rA(n- 1, r)+(n-r+ l )A (n -  1, r -  1) (2.1) 
for the standard Eulerian numbers is classically proved by noting the possible 
effect~ of adding the element n in all places of varieus (n -  D-permutations [1]. 
We treat the extended numbers similarly. For each permutation counted by 
A,,(n, r) each interval is labeled: with "A"  if the insertion of n would create all 
m-rise at that point, with " 'B" otherwise; and labeled with "0"  if it would destroy 
an existing m-rise, with "" 1"" o~herwise. Since clearly ao interval is labeled "B0"" 
we may conclude (as "A0"  occurs r times, etc,) that 
A, , . (n , r )=(rt -m-1)A, , (n- l , r )+(n-r -m+2)Am(n- l , t - l ) ,  (2.2) 
which reduces to (2.1) above for m =: 1. 
3. The  dlagone, l recurrences 
We now prove two diagonal recurrences and the corresponding recurrences for 
the diagonal genera*ing functions, using the relation (2.2). On the left-to-right 
diagonals 
r - i  
A,.( ~, r) = ~(n- r -m÷2) i ( r+m- i -1 )AmO~- i - l , r - - i ) ,  (3.1) 
i =0  
which holds given A,,~(n + m - 1, n) = m ! and A,. (n, O) = 0 as boundary values: 
A,,~(n. r )= ( r+n l -  l )A , . (n -1 ,  r )+(n- r -m +2)Am(n-  1, r -1~ 
= (r+ m-  1 )Am(n-  1, r) 
r - t  
+ ~(n- r -m4-2)~(r+m- i -1 )A , , , (n - i - l , r - i )  (3.2) 
which is (3.1). On the right-it- left diagonals 
n~-m r+ l  
~,~ ~,n,r):= ~ (r+m-1)~(n-r-rn-~2-- i~A~(n-i- l ,r-1), ,  (33~• 
i -O  
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which holds with the same boundary conditions: 
Am(n, r) = (r+ m - l )A~(n  - l, r )+ (n - r - m + 2)A,. (n - _~., r -  1) 
n- r -  rl,I + I 
= ~. ( r+m-1)~(n- r -m+2- i )A , . (n  i-- , r - l )  
i= l  
+ (n - r -  m + 2)Am (n - l, r - 1) (3 4~ 
which is (3.3). 
Setting now D, . i ( t )=)~.~ A , . (n+ m +/ ' -2 ,  n)t", we find 
n- I  
D,. j (t)= ~ ~ ] i (n+m- i -1 )Am(n+m+j -3 - i ,n - i ) t "  
= ~. ]'t ~ ~ (n+m-  1 )A ,~(n+m+j -3 ,  n)i". (3.~) 
i>~O n~l  
Therefore 
D,.~(t) = [t"-~D,..~ ~(t)]'/t"-2(l - j r) ,  (3.6) 
whenever j~>2. Clearly D , .~( t )=m!t / (1 - t ) .  For E. , i ( t )=x~.~Ao, , (n+m+ 
j -2 .  j)t", as above: 
n-  1 
Em~(t)= ~ ~ ( / .+m-1)~(n- i )Am(~+m+/ . - i -3 , / ' -1 ) t  '' 
n~l  i=O 
= Y~ (/ '+m - l)it i )-'. nA. , (n+m+j -3 , / ' - l ) t " .  (3.7) 
So 
E.,t(t) = tE'~_~(t)/[1 - (j + m - 1)t], 
E., ,(t) = m ! t/(1 - mr). (3.8) 
4. A closed formula 
The fact that the denominator polynomial of each D,,i(t) is ( l - ty ( l -  
2ty 1 . . .  (1 - j r ) ,  following from (3.6) and the quotient rule, suggests the e~is- 
teace of a simple expression for the elements of the appropriate diagonal. In fact, 
this expression assumes a uniform form for all diagonals of all of the triangles: 
(4.1 = 1.2) 
. - r  , /n+m\(n+m-r - i )  
A" (n+m- l ' r )=(m-1) !  ~ ( -1 )~ i ) \  m-1  (n - r -+ l ) " ,  ;4.1) 
i=O 
which, when m = 1, reduces to (1.1). To prove the formula, it suffices to show that 
it satisfies the following boundary conditions: A , . (n+m- l ,  r )=0 for t>~,. 
Am (n + m-  1, 0 )= 0, and Am(m, 1)= m !, and the zecurrence (2.2). The first and 
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third of these are trivial; the second reduces to A"+ltl" = 0 as follows: 
(m-1) !  ~ ' l n+rn \dn+m- i ) (n - i+ l ) "  
I' ~+1 I \ .n -m]  ~, 1 ~tn+ 
=(, : - l ! !~m ILL(- )~ . )(n-i+1)" 
- -  i =(1  1 
= (m - 1)' (~ ,2 ' l )A"+ ")". (4.2) 
Finally. the stem in (4.1) equals 
(m- l ) !  =o(-1) i  n+nm_i (n - r - i+  
[(n-'- l'(" +'n-1) -('+'n- l)("+"- l)] i-1 
[ " ' - '  . In+m-r - i - l ) (  + I) 
=(m- l ) :  ( r+ . , - l )  ~. ( -1) '~ m 1 n m- 
=n - / 
x(n - r - i ) "  .i 
+(n- r+ l )  ~. ( - l )  ~ n+m-r - - i  ~+m- I  
,:,1 m- I i (n - - r - i±  ll" 
= (r+ m - 1)A,.,In + m-2 ,  r )+(a - -  r+ 1)A.,(n + m - 2. r -  1) 
= A. , (n  + m - l, r). (4.3) 
This complete,., ) he proof by induction. 
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